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Curriculum Committee Minutes 
 

Jan. 22, 2013 

3:00 PM 

HCC 550 
Acting Chair:  Daphne Selbert 
Present:   Clare Banks, Denise Burton, Robert Carlson, Leonor Ceballos, Cheri Crenshaw, Cari Heizer, Mark Houser, Randy Jasmine, Gordon Jolley, David Jones, Ellie Jones, 

Dannelle Larsen-Rife,  Sharon Lee, Brandon Price,  J.D. Robertson, Brenda Sabey, Bart Stander, Phyllis Swift,  Pete VanValkenburg, Glenn Webb, Kyle Wells, Linda 
Wright, Brent Yergensen 

Absent: Ami Comeford,  Chizu Matsubara (excused) Joe Pate, Dana Kelvington (excused), Martha Talman (excused) 
Visitors: Assunta Hardy, Mike Olson 

 

Curriculum Items Motions Vote Results Action/Discussion 
MINUTES 

Nov. 20, 2012 

 

 

Dec. 14, 2012 

 

M: Randy Jasmine 

S: Glenn Webb 

 

M: Randy Jasmine 

S: Robert Carlson 

 

APPROVED 

 

 

APPROVED 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:   1)  February agenda is going to be large so this committee needs to meet twice.  Dates of Feb. 19 and 26th are scheduled for 

those meetings.  There will be program changes  and additional programs to approve.   

2) The Technical Review Committee will be reinstated (3 person committee), so those people will be the ones who speak to 

the questions. General feeling was this worked well.  Because this year’s committee members were fairly new, this 

committee hasn’t been formed, but now there is experience behind the members, this committee will be reinstated.  

Daphne will solicit for memberships beginning in February. 

School of Arts & Letters    

ESOL Courses (All)  Change prefix on 
all courses to ESL 

M: Leonor Ceballos 
S:  Glenn Webb 

APPROVED ESL is the common prefix for English as a Second Language used 
throughout the nation.  Change for course numbers:  0100, 0111, 0140 
0150, 0160, 0165, 0200 0211, 0300, 0350, 0360, 0365, 0400, 0411 0565 
0600, 0611, 0765, 1001, 1500, 1550, 1560, 2700, 2750, 2760. 

DANC 3210: Dance for Theatre 
Performance (addition) 

M: Mark Houser 
S: Glenn Webb 

APPROVED This course was presented as the part of the new dance hire’s contract 
to incorporate dance into the musical theatre productions.  This course 
needs to be in place for the Musical Production in February. 

MUSC 1200: Show Choir 

(end course) 

M: Glenn Webb 
S: Mark Houser 

APPROVED In conjunction with Dec. 14, 2012’s agenda, the music department is 
ending this course dealing with Raging Red. 

    

    

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION    

BA/BS General Studies Proposal M: Brenda Sabey 
S: David Jones 

APPROVED w/2 abstained 
votes 

This program was tabled in November 20, 2012 meeting to take it back 
to the faculty senate for more exposure to the faculty.  Feedback from 
faculty was concerns on 1) rigor, 2)  What’s the difference between this 
and Integrated Studies, and 3) Non-traditional ways of getting credit.  
Brenda Sabey led the discussion giving answers to these concerns.   
    WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THIS AND THE 
INTEGRATED STUDIES DEGREE?  Both are somewhat personalized 
because students have a choice, but INTS still has a fair amount of 
structure.   The flexibility is which two concentration areas does the 
student want to go into.  Once the student has made that choice there 
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is structure for each of the emphasis areas that students have to go 
through and there are core courses required with a capstone course.  
There is some flexibility within it, but still has structure.  Emphasis is  
how these two areas connect to similar points of view and how they go 
together.  GS is different because initially it seems there is no structure 
but technically it’s created right at the very beginning with the student 
as a participant.  Flexibility of helping the student to address specific 
professional goals they have that they already have earned credits from 
previous schools; credits obtained through prior experiential learning  
or classes we don’t have could be taken through independent study as 
options.  There is structure in that everyone will have an academic 
program that is approved by a GS committee (represented by members 
from each School on campus—recommended by the Dean’s. and will be 
considered a college committee) indicating whether or not the focused 
program is valid and coherent, and has rigor.  Until the committee 
approves it the student cannot move forward in the program.  This 
program is heavy in advisement.  Not just staff advisement but largely 
faculty advisement that will guide them through the process of putting 
together a coherent program.  This will draw from all parts of campus.  
The student has to demonstrate at the end that they have taken the 
information and learned it and applied it in some focused way to a 
relevant end goal that they have as part of their initial plan.    This 
program is probably harder than many on campus because the time the 
student will spend reflecting on what they want in their end result; 
meet the demands of Gen Ed/Inst’l Req as well, but basically put 
together their own program and be approved by the oversight 
committee.  It has focus; addresses learning goals; there’s a way to 
assess it.   It’s not a program for everyone.  It’s aimed at non-traditional 
students returning with specific purpose, commitment, self-
motivation.  It’s not for students already attending school who are 
“undecided” in their majors.  It’s not for students whose end result can 
be reached by an existing program.   
RIGOR.  The classes will be from all over campus.  The rigor comes 
from courses offered on campus.   
NON-TRADITIONAL WAYS OF EARNING CREDIT.  Prior 
Experiential was a big concern.  It is done by DSC policy –portfolio 
preparation and reviewed by relevant department and faculty and 
advisors from selected areas.  They decide if the experience meets the 
learning goal and evidence would be in the portfolio.  A class has been 
created to prepare the portfolios.  10 years of experience = so many 
credits demonstrated that experience learned during those 10 years  
shows evidence of learned the specific goals of a specific class or 
learning goals within a department.  Whether the credit is accepted for 
that prior experience is entirely up to the department—not GS—but 
department it’s relevant to.  Independent, directed study, research, all 
these other ways to get credit for experiential learning there is a limit 
(max # of hrs is according to DSC policy).   
MOOCS is an issue.  MOOCS is new and people are concerned about 
it.  The big deal is how do you ascertain the learning is there and meets 
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the demand of what we want and assess it.  What if we create the 
assessment for the MOOC?  The student has to demonstrate what the 
learning goal was and we can use our own assessment from the 
MOOCs.  The student brings it to the department and it’s up to us 
whether or not we want to accept it.   
    It is suspect that this program will have very few students who go 
through the process of creating the portfolio to do prior experiential 
learning.  It’s a difficult process and can be an option and needs good 
oversight. 
FINAL ASSESSMENT.  Capstone.  No specific task set.  Trying to 
leave that open to the possibilities of different ways of demonstrating 
their learning.  Depends on theme and focus.  If in Fine Arts, it could be 
something in performance; Business could provide some kind of 
internship where they put it all into place—open to possibilities of 
what we can use for final assessment in the capstone course.  There 
will be plenty of typical research papers or comprehensive tests or 
other options that we want.   
   This program is a heavily weighted suggestion from the Regents.   
Our program is a lot like SUU’s with the exception that ours have 
more oversight in it.   
   Is there a risk that other universities will respect us less?  Other 
schools have this program.  USU, UVU (proposed), U/U, Weber (INTS 
studies)….   
   How successful are these other programs?  Anecdotal is all.  Brenda 
has spoken to a couple of deans at other schools (UVU), they’re all 
looking forward to it; (USU), highly regarded there.  At USU there is a 
general studies option in each school.  How many students participate 
and actually complete?  No information was known.  Since Gen Studies 
is a new program everywhere, there’s really not been enough time to 
get any numbers yet.    
   Preparing the program is impossible for freshmen.  It’s a challenge for 
Ph.D’s to come up with a coherent program.  We have external 
reviewers and experts in the field of program development.  The 
student who has vague ideas of what they want will have to rely on 
others (faculty).  This is going to be extremely advising intensive.  How 
is that going to be done?  This isn’t going to be a huge program—
projected limit of 25 students yearly.  One faculty member teaching a 
class could know anything about so many areas a student could be 
interested in let alone be sufficient to develop a program from.  They 
have to go to departments.  The faculty members in the departments 
will need to spend time with the students.  How much time will it take 
to advise a student?  Possibly up to an hour.   
   The students first class will be a junior level course.  They have to 
have at least 45 hrs of credit or work experience to come into the 
program.  If we come up with different ways to give a credit and assess 
what they’ve learned in anything other than a class that we already 
class, the assessment is going to have to be done by the faculty member 
of the department.  Concern was expressed on the workload of the 
faculty member.  The portfolio is prepared prior to going to the 
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department—it should be polished before the faculty sees the student.  
If there is excessive amount of workload for faculty involved, there is 
assurance additional faculty will be hired, or decrease the number of 
students allowed in the program. 
     Is there evidence of any prior experiential learning ever used?  It’s 
rare on our campus.  No one on the committee knew of any requests for 
this credit.  Demonstrated learning rather than skill—can’t be just time 
spent—evidence from experience—that you’re meeting specific 
learning  goals whether it be departmental or specific class learning 
goals outcomes.  Music turned down a request from a student who had 
been taking piano lessons since they were 9 years old.  It was all pre-
college work.   
   Flexibility and consistency are hard to balance. When one person’s 
program is accepted and another one is rejected and in their mind its 
equivalent there will be trouble and issues.  There will be muddy water 
along the way that will need to be worked through.  At other schools if 
a student is rejected and a law suit is threatened, rigor will be of less 
consideration and avoid the lawsuit. 
    Post-traditional Learners are the biggest part of our market at this 
time.  They’re looking for ways other than the traditional way to get 
their degree because they can’t do it the traditional way.   
    These students have options to them of meeting the requirements 
like test out, online, a variety of classes is being offered.  Sometimes it’s 
a conglomeration of courses taken and they’re looking for a way their 
professional goals and not have to start from scratch.  If we can figure 
out a way to address this and be rigorous, require them to think, 
develop problem-solving skills, develop thinking skills, why is this not 
be an option of getting them through without having to start from 
scratch? 
   Procedural.  Have there been other programs passed without an 
external review?  This one is based on a program that was recently 
approved and the state was using it as an example.  That being the 
case, they probably felt the external review and this model was 
apparently similar to something that was approved.  Robert Carlson 
indicated the faculty thought the lack of the external review was the 
concern from the faculty and that it would set a bad precedent.  The 
external review is considered to be an important part of the process 
and was dismayed that this one didn’t go through that process. 
   This proposal has many comparative programs. That list has a 
tremendous amount of variability.  The credit hours are close (42); the 
program (put together by the faculty/advisor and the student) has to 
have some kind of theme or concentration (focus area) and that they do 
acknowledge non-traditional ways of prior experiential learning that 
can be options, plus a capstone bringing it all together to a focused 
end.   
   How does the theme fit within flexibility across programs?  A theme 
is one focus: across programs sounds like interdisciplinary.  Is there an 
interdisciplinary theme?  Two areas can have commonality towards the 
end.  The option is to draw from multiple areas on campus.   
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   Indiana University—can you use the General Studies degree to move 
into graduate work?  About 40%+ was able to move into a graduate 
degree (within that school).  These degrees had the prior experiential 
learning component built in.   
CALLED TO QUESTION. 
    

ENGL 0990: Beginning Writing 

ENGL 0995: Beg Writing Lab 

M: Gordon Jolley 
S: Brenda Sabey 

APPROVED w/change to 
the test score being 15 
rather than 18. 

Combined 0990 and 0995 for dissolving the Developmental Studies 
program.   

INTS: 3100: Interdisciplinary Studies 

INTS 3900: Interdisciplinary Topics: 

[Specific Topic] 

INTS 4900: Senior Interdisciplinary 

Research 

INTS 4910: Senior Interdisciplinary 

Project 

M:  Brenda Sabey 
S:  Robert Carlson 

APPROVED (vote taken on 
all INTS courses) 

Adding prerequistes to guide the students better and they don’t end up 
in classes at any given time.  “We want them older  and smarter !” 
3100:  changed prereq from ENGL 1010 to 2010. 
3900: changed prereq from ENGL 1010 to 2010. 
4900: changed prereq to 3100 (C or higher); 
4910: changed prereq to 4900 (C or higher). 

    

General Studies Courses 

GS 1000R, Gen Studies Prior 

Experiential Learning I 

GS 2000R, Gen Studies Prior 

Experiential Learning II 

GS 3000R, Gen Studies Prior 

Experiential Learning III 

GS 3100, Prior Experiential Learning 

Portfolio 

GS 3800, Gen Studies Seminar 

GS 3805, Gen Studies Seminar Lab 

GS 4000R, Gen Studies Prior 

Experiential Learning IV 

GS 4100R Gen Studies Independent 

Study 

GS 4700, Gen Studies Capstone 

GS 4800R, Gen Studies Independent 

Research 

GS 4830R, Gen Studies Directed Reading 

GS 4860R, Gen Studies Practicum 

GS 4890R, Gen Studies Internship 

 

M: Brenda Sabey 
S:  Glenn Webb 

APPROVED   The bulk of the courses are meant to address those other non-
traditional ways of learning so they’ll only be offered as the need arose.  
The required core courses are GS 3100, 3800, 3805, and 4700.  The rest 
would come from taken existing courses or ones that are a part of their 
academic plan.   

    

SCHOOL OF NURSING & 

ALLIED HEALTH 

   

HLOC 1001: FYE: Allied Health 

NURS 1001: FYE: Nursing 

M: Phyllis Swift 
S: Randy Jasmine 

APPROVED (vote taken on 
these two courses only). 

This course was split between NURS and HLOC.  Name change, credit 
change also. 

NURS 3200: Health Assessment 

NURS 3300: Transcultural Nursing 

NURS 3400: Nursing Informatics 

M:  Phyllis Swift 
S:  Bart Stander 

APPROVED (vote taken on 
all remaining NURS 
courses).  All courses are 

3200: Prerequisite change removing “admission”  to the BSN program. 
3300: Prerequisite change removing “admission” to the BSN program. 
3400: Prerequisite change removing “admission” to the BSN program 
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NURS 3600: Nursing Research 

NURS 3700: Gerontological Nursing 

NURS 4020: Community Health Nursing 

NURS 4030: Nursing Policy & Ethics 

NURS 4040: Nursing Leadership Mgmt 

NURS 4600: Senior Capstone 

ONLINE. allowing flexibility with which to sequence BSN courses and 
opportunity to shorten time to degree. 
3600: Prerequisite change removing “admission” to the BSN program 
allowing flexibility with which to sequence BSN courses and 
opportunity to shorten time to degree.  Course descr. revised to reflect 
emphasis on application of research to nursing practice. 
3700:  Prereq change removing “admission” to the BSN program. 
4020: Prereq change allowing flexibility for sequencing of courses in 
the program and provides opportunity for quicker time to degree.  
Replacing 9 weekly hours direct clinical experiences in a community 
health setting with a community health-nursing project directed by 
the faculty member.  Resulting in workload change as well. 
4030: Rigorous course not to be taken in the first semester of the 
program.  Enrollment will be restricted to second semester students to 
enhance student success in the course. 
4040: Remove “admission” to the BSN program. 
4600: Removes 4025 (course has been deleted), removes 3100 (layered 
prereq); adds 4030; makes 3600/3700 pre-/co-requisites; removes 
admission to program.  Allows flexibility for sequencing of courses in 
the program and provides opportunity for quicker time to degree.   
   The NURS department is losing students to other schools and can 
get through their degrees quicker. 
 
It’s possible to finish in one year—it’s rough, but can be done.  All 
these courses are ONLINE courses. 
 
 
 
 

    

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY 

   

    

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS    

BUS 1060: Pre-Employment Seminar 

(Ending) 

M: Kyle Wells 
S: Bart Stander 

APPROVED This course has been combined with the Career Management course.  
Is no longer being taught. 

COMM 2360R: CEC-TV Practicum 

COMM 3170: Adv Critical Thinking  

COMM 3790: Adv Audio for Converged 

Media 

COMM 3830: Editorial & Opinion 

Writing 

M: Brent Yergensen 
S: Randy Jasmine 

APPROVED (Vote taken on 
COMM 2360R, 3170, 3790 
and 3830 only.) 

Comm 2360R is being ended. 
Comm 3710 is being ended. 
COMM 3790 is now being combined into COMM 4790. 
COMM 3830 is now being combined into COMM 4640. 
 

COMM 2370R: TV Production Practicum 

COMM 3370R: TV Production Prac II 

M:  Brent Yergensen 
S:  Robert Carlson 

APPROVED When all the COMM courses was increased to repeatable for 12 
credits, these two courses were left off the list.  Increase max repeat 
from 6 to 12.  

COMM 3660: Dig Motion Pic Prod 

COMM 3680: Dig Motion Pic Post-Prod 

M:  Brent Yergensen 
S:  Glenn Webb 

APPROVED 3660: Prerequisite change from 3640 to 2660. 
3680: Prerequisite change from 3660 to 2660. 
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COMM 3685: DMP Post-Prod Lab 

 

3685: remove prerequisite. 

COMM 3700: Television News Process 

COMM 3705: TV News Process Lab 

 

M:  Brent Yergensen 
S: Mark Houser 

APPROVED 3700: change prereq from COMM 3650 to COMM 1380. 
3705: change prereq from COMM 3655 to COMM 1385. 

COMM 4260: Media Law M: Brent Yergensen 
S:  Bart Stander 

APPROVED Remove prerequisite of ENGL 2010. 

COMM 4330: New Media Applications M: Brent Yergensen 
S: Bart Stander 

APPROVED Remove prerequisite of COMM 2500. 

COMM 4640: Feature Writing M: Brent Yergensen 
S: Bart Stander 

APPROVED Add prerequisite of COMM 1130.  COMM 3830 was combined into this 
course.  Faculty was creating courses just to teach them and wasn’t 
looking at similarities between existing courses.  Audiences are the 
same. 

COMM 4790: Audio Prod for Dig 

Motion Pictures (Digital) 

M: Brent Yergensen 
S: Mark Houser 

APPROVED Name change to Adv. Audio Production; prerequisite change from 
COMM 3790 to COMM 1560; and description reflecting these changes.   
 
NOTE:  It was asked if it was common in this field to have so many 
senior level courses without prerequisites in anything?  Doesn’t 
matter—they’re overridden anyway.   

STAT 2040: Business Statistics M: Kyle Wells 
S: Bart Stander 

APPROVED CIS 1200 is already a prerequisite.  Add CIS 1201 (test out) as an option 
to CIS 1200. 

ACTION ITEMS    

    

DISCUSSION ITEMS    

    

Adjourned:  4:30 PM M: Bart Stander 

S: Brenda Sabey 

APPROVED  

 


